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Abstract
Starting from the nets dened by Milner we present a graphical formalism called
faithful nets The aim of these nets is to provide a graphical form to the systems
with dynamically changing congurations The faithful nets correspond precisely
to the calculus The paper gives two fully abstract translations draw and write
from the calculus to the faithful nets and back Operational correspondence
results are given for both translations For every faithful net G without isolated
nodes and for every term P  drawwrite G  G and writedraw P   P 
 Introduction
This paper presents the faithful nets a graphical formalism which is equiva
lent to the calculus The faithful nets provide a good and simple graphical
representation of the terms There are some other attempts to give a graph
ical representation for the calculus nets Mil interaction diagrams
Par	 Yoshida
s graph notation Yos and by graph rewriting systems
MP Parrow introduced the interaction diagrams to describe graphically
the constructions of the calculus Intuitively these diagrams correspond
closely to the calculus terms however there are no results expressing pre
cisely the relationship between interaction diagrams and calculus Yoshida
gave an accurate formal encoding of the calculus her encoding is given in
terms of the concurrent combinators of the calculus and in this way it is
not faithful In MP the authors presented an operational semantics for the
c
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calculus translating calculus into a graph rewriting system
The root of our approach is given by the nets introduced by Robin Milner
in Mil as a particular graphical action calculus This action calculus of the
nets corresponds closely to the calculus Mil describes in an informal
way how the calculus is embedded into the action calculus of the nets
The nets give an approximate representation for the calculus An accurate
and direct mapping between terms and nets was not formally dened A
reason is that the nets are actually actions in this way each net a has
an arity a  m  n a fact which has no correspondence in the calculus
The terms are analogous to the nets with arity    We study this
subset of the nets of arity   as an independent formalism which we call
faithful nets and we give a rather simple graphical representation for the
asynchronous calculus
We show that the faithful nets and the asynchronous calculus have
the same expressive power We dene two fully abstract translations from
calculus to faithful nets and back These encodings are fully abstract
when two source calculus terms are equivalent if and only if their transla
tions are equivalent For these results we use the barbed bisimulation which
can be dened uniformly in both calculi In order to show how these re
sults are related to an operational semantics a link between reductions over
terms and reductions over their encodings is given by faithful operational cor
respondences for both translations Concerning the notions and tools used
in this paper we mention the helpful graphical substitution introduced here
In order to provide an easier formal way of expressing the properties of our
graphical representations we carefully manage a textual notation overcoming
the diculties related to the reduction over the faithful nets
The paper is organized as follows Section  reviews the basic denitions
of the asynchronous calculus The graphical formalism given by the faithful
nets is presented in Section 	 Section  and  show that the formalisms
represented by the calculus and the faithful nets are equivalent Finally
some examples describe how the faithful nets work The concluding section
presents some nal remarks on the paper
The paper is selfcontained however knowledge of the calculus and nets
should help the understanding
 calculus
First we introduce the formal calculus framework namely the asynchronous
version of the calculus We use the monadic calculus which has the same
power as the polyadic calculus Mil We consider the asynchronous 
calculus dened by HTHY ie a fragment of the calculus with a very
used particular form of replication where there is no output prexing and
nondeterministic sum It is known that asynchronous calculus can simulate

calculus HTBou Therefore we don
t use the output guards xhziP 
but only the output messages xhzi an output message denotes the emission
of a name z along a channel x
Let X be a countable set of names The elements of X are denoted by
u v x y z    The terms of this formalism are called processes The set of
processes is denoted by P and processes are denoted by PQR    
Denition  The processes are dened over the set X of names by the
following grammar
P   j xhzi j xyP j xyP j xP j P j Q
 is the empty process An input guard xyP denotes the reception of an
arbitrary name z along the channel x and afterwards behaving as Pfzyg
A replicated input guard xyP denotes a process that allows to generate
arbitrary instances of the form Pfzyg in parallel by repeatedly receiving
names z along channel x The informal meaning of the restriction xP is
that x is local in P  P j Q represents the parallel composition of P and Q
The prex xy binds the name y and x binds the name x in P  We denote
by fnP  the set of the names with free occurrences in P 
Denition  The set fnP  is dened by
fn   fn	xyP   fxg  fnP  n fyg
fnxhzi  fx zg fnxP   fnP  n fxg
fnxyP   fxg  fnP  n fyg fnP j Q  fnP   fnQ
We explain the substitution Pfzyg First we dene the substitution of names
and then we extend it to processes If y zX then fzyg  XX is dened
by xfzyg  if xy then z else x
Denition  Substitution fuvg upon processes is dened inductively by

fuvg  
xhzifuvg  xfuvghzfuvgi
P j Qfuvg  Pfuvg j Qfuvg

xyP fuvg  xfuvgyPfuvg if y  fu vg
xvP fuvg  xfuvgvP
xuP fuvg  xfuvgyPfyugfuvg if y  fnP   fu vg u  v

	xyP fuvg  	xfuvgyPfuvg if y  fu vg
	xvP fuvg  	xfuvgvP
	xuP fuvg  	xfuvgyPfyugfuvg if y  fnP   fu vg u  v

xP fuvg  xPfuvg if x  fu vg
vP fuvg  vP
uP fuvg  xPfxugfuvg if x  fnP   fu vg u  v 
	
It is easy to see that Pfxxg  P for every x  X and P  P
Over the set of processes it is dened a structural congruence relation this
relation provides a static semantics of some formal constructions
Denition  The relation   PP is called structural congruence and
it is dened as the smallest congruence over processes which satises

xP  yPfyxg if y  fnP 
zxP  zyPfyxg if y  fnP 
	zxP  	zyPfyxg if y  fnP 

P j   P
P j Q  Q j P
P j Q j R  P j Q j R

x  
xyP  yxP
xP j Q  xP j Q if x  fnQ
The structural congruence deals with the aspects related to the structure of
the processes According to the version of the asynchronous calculus we use
the corresponding dynamics dened also in HY is considered Dynamics
is dened by a reduction relation and it contains a special rule rep for
replication
Denition  The reduction relation over processes is dened as the small
est relation   PP satisfying the following rules

com xhzi j xyP  Pfzyg

rep xhzi j 	xyP  Pfzyg j 	xyP

par if P  P

 then P j Q  P

j Q

res if P  P

 then xP  xP


str if P  P

 P

 Q

 and Q

 Q then P  Q 
 Faithful nets
We dene the faithful nets as a net algebra by considering some ground
faithful nets and composing them by some operators We use also a textual
notation for our graphical constructions This onedimension textual notation
provides an easier formal way of expressing properties of the twodimension
graphical formalism However we work and keep in mind the graphical repre
sentations
Roughly speaking a faithful net is a tree with graphs as nodes together
with a map assigning labels to the nodes of these graphs If X is the same
set of names from calculus and  is an extra symbol then we work with

structures NACB l where N is a set of nodes A  NN is a multiset
of arrows C  N  N is a set of some special arrows called connections
B  PN is a set of boxes and l  N  X  fg is the above mentioned
labeling function From now on the elements of X are strictly denoted by
x y z     and the elements of X  fg are strictly denoted by u v w    A
label of a node could be either a name or  The label  plays a special role
We don
t consider it as a proper label and each unlabeled node of a net is in
fact labeled by  Let GH    be metavariables over faithful nets lG is
the set of labels of a faithful net G
Denition  The set  of the faithful nets is dened inductively by

nil nil    with lnil    is the empty net

atomic u    with lu  fug n fg  is the net with a single node
which is labeled by u
r
u

message xy    with lxy  fx yg  is the following net
r
x
r
y


box If G   and y  lG then
 xyhGi    with lxyhGi  fxg  lG n fyg  is the net
G
r
r
	y

x
 x yhGi    with lx yhGi  fxg  lG n fyg  is the net
G
r
r
	y

x
The arrows which appear in this construction are called boxing arrows First
we draw a boxing arrow which comes into the node of G labeled by y and
we replace the label y by  Then every properly labeled node which is
inside of a box is exported outside the box and it is linked to the box by a
connection as in the following picture
r
r
	x
x
r
becomes
x

union If GH   then G 
H    with lG 
H  lG  lH  is
the net obtained by joining the nets G and H such that the nodes with the
same proper label are considered once preserving their adjacencies

delete If G   then Gx    with lGx  lG n fxg  is the
net obtained from G by substitution of the label x if any by 

Remark  If G   then

a properly labeled node of G cannot be located within a box



dierent properly labeled nodes of G have dierent labels

a node of G cannot be adjacent by connections with two dierent nodes
which are located within the same box

G contains a node labeled by x if and only if x  lG
Denition  Let G   and x y  X Graphic substitution Gxy is
dened by starting from G and applying the following transformations

every node labeled by y if any is relabeled by x

if after the rst step we get two dierent nodes labeled by x then we identify
them and consider only one node labeled by x keeping the adjacencies of
both nodes

while we have a node which is adjacent by connections to two dierent nodes
which are located within the same box then we identify these two nodes
keeping their adjacencies
If x y  X then Gxx  G and Gxy  G whenever y 	 lG
Lemma  Graphic substitution x

x

 has the following properties when
ever the involved constructions are valid

nilx

x

  nil

zx

x

  zfx

x

g

xyx

x

  xfx

x

gyfx

x

g

xyhGix

x

  xfx

x

gyhGx

x

i if y 	 fx

 x

g

x yhGix

x

  xfx

x

g yhGx

x

i if y 	 fx

 x

g

G


G

x

x

  G

x

x


G

x

x



Gzx

x

  Gx

x

z if z 	 fx

 x

g
Proof We give the proof of the fourth equality
xyhGix

x

  xfx

x

gyhGx

x

i if y 	 fx

 x

g
The other proofs are simpler or similar
Let H  xyhGi By denition we have lH  lG n fygfxg If x

 x

then the proof is straightforward When x

	 x

we proceed by cases
a x

	 lH It follows that Hx

x

  H and x

	 x x

	 x implies
xfx

x

g  x Since x

	 lH and x

	 yby hypothesis it follows that x

	
lG Thus Gx

x

  G Then Hx

x

  xyhGi  xfx

x

gyhGx

x

i
b x

 lH We proceed now by subcases

A node is considered to be located within the smallest box which contains it if any
it is not considered to be located within any box which includes this smallest box

i x

 x and x

	 lG n fyg x

 x implies xfx

x

g  x

 Since
x

	 lG n fyg and x

	 y by hypothesis it follows that x

	 lG
Thus Gx

x

  G and x

cannot be the label of a node that is incident
with a connection in any box construction over G In this way the box
construction xyhGi over G is as in the picture
G
r
r
	y

x

H
We have the following possibilities
a x

	 lH Hx

x

 is obtained starting from H by applying only
the rst transformation from the denition of graphic substitution
ie the node of H labeled by x

is relabeled by x

as in the following
picture
G
r
r
	y

x

Hx

x


	x

Since x

	 lH and x

	 y from hypothesis it follows that
x

	 lG and then x

cannot be the label of a node that is in
cident with a connection in any box construction over G eg
G
r
r
	y

x

x

yhGi
Thus Hx

x

  x

yhGi
b x

 lH We have x

	 x

and x

 x Then x

	 x It follows
that x

 lG n fyg This means that any box construction over
G involving y contains a node labeled by x

which is incident with
a connection In this way the following box constructions over G
involving y are as in the pictures
G
G
r
r
	y
r
	y

x

x

H
x

yhGi
r
r
r
r
	x


	x

x

Since the node labeled by x

in H is not incident with a connection
then Hx

x

 is obtained from H by applying only the rst two
transformations from the denition of graphic substitution Therefore
the node labeled by x

is relabeled by x

 and then both nodes labeled
by x

are identied keeping their adjacencies ie

Gr
	y
x

r
r
	x


Hx

x


	x

Thus Hx

x

  x

yhGi
ii x

 x and x

 lG n fyg x

 x implies xfx

x

g  x

 Since
x

 lG n fyg it follows that any box construction over G involving y
contains a node labeled by x

which is incident with a connection Thus
the following box construction over G involving y looks as in the following
picture
G
r
	y
r
r
	x


H
x

We have the following possibilities
a x

	 lH Hx

x

 is obtained starting from H by applying only
the rst transformation from the denition of graphic substitution
ie the node of H labeled by x

is relabeled by x

as in the following
picture
G
r
	y
r
r
	x


	x

x

Hx

x


Since x

	 lH and x

	 y from hypothesis it follows that
x

	 lG Thus Gx

x

 is obtained from G by applying only
the rst transformation from the denition of graphic substitution
ie the node of G labeled by x

is relabeled by x

 Consequently we
have
G
r
	y
r
r

	x

	x

x

x

yhGx

x

i
Consequently Hx

x

  x

yhGx

x

i
b x

 lH x

	 x

and x

 x implies x

	 x It follows that
x

 lG n fyg On the other hand x

 lG n fyg Thus G has
two nodes labeled by x

and x

 then Gx

x

 is obtained from G by
possibly applying all transformations from the denition of graphic
substitution This situation is described by the following picture
Gx

x


r
	y
r
r

	x

x

x

yhGx

x

i

Since x

 x

 lG n fyg then any box construction over G involv
ing y contains nodes labeled by x

and x

which are incident with
connections eg
r
	y
r
r

	x

x

H
r
r
	x

x

G
Hx

x

 is obtained starting from H by applying the rst transfor
mation and we get two dierent nodes labeled by x

 then we apply
the second transformation and we identify these nodes obtaining a
node which is adjacent by connections to the nodes which were previ
ously labeled by x

and x

in G Since those nodes were not located
within any box of G they are located now within the same box repre
sented in the previous picture By applying the third transformation
from the denition of graphic substitution these nodes are identied
together with all pairs of nodes which are derived by this identica
tion We note that the pairs of nodes identied by this step are the
same as those identied into the construction of Gx

x


Gx

x


r
	y
r
r

	x

Hx

x


x

Consequently Hx

x

  x

yhGx

x

i
iii x

	 x and x

 lG n fyg Without loss of generality we ignore
the irrelevant connections of x x

	 x implies xfx

x

g  x Since
x

 lG n fyg it follows that any box construction over G involving
y contains a node labeled by x

which is incident with a connection In
this way the following box construction over G involving y is as in the
following picture
G
r
r
	y

x
H
r
r
	x

x

We have the following possibilities
a x

	 lH Since x

	 y from hypothesis it follows that x

	 lG
Thus Gx

x

 is obtained from G by applying only the rst trans
formation from the denition of graphic substitution ie the node
of G labeled by x

is relabeled by x

 Consequently we have

Gr
r
	y

x
r
r
	x

	x

x

xyhGx

x

i
Since x

	 lH then Hx

x

 is obtained by H by applying only
the rst transformation from the denition of graphic substitution
ie the node of H labeled by x

is relabeled by x

as in the following
picture
G
r
r
	y

x
r
r
	x

Hx

x


x

	x

Thus Hx

x

  xyhGx

x

i
b x

 lH We proceed by subcases

x

 x and x

	 lG n fyg Since x

	 lG n fyg and x

	 y then
x

	 lG Thus x

cannot be the label of a node that is incident
with a connection in any box construction over G eg
G
r
r
	y

x

r
r
	x

H
x

Since x

	 lG then Gx

x

 is obtained from G by applying only
the rst transformation from the denition of graphic substitution
ie the node of G labeled by x

is relabeled by x

 We have
G
r
	y
r
r

	x

xyhGx

x

i
	x

x
Since the node labeled by x

in H is not incident with a connection
then Hx

x

 is obtained from H by applying only the rst two
transformations from the denition of graphic substitution There
fore the node labeled by x

is relabeled by x

 and then both nodes
labeled by x

are identied keeping their adjacencies ie
G
r
	y
r
r

	x

x

Hx

x


	x

Consequently Hx

x

  xyhGx

x

i

x

 x and x

 lG n fyg Since x

 lG n fyg it follows that
any box construction over G involving y contains a node labeled by
x

which is incident with a connection Thus we have

r	y
r
r

	x

x

H
r
r
	x

x

G
x

 x

 lG n fyg According to a previous case  see iib we
have
Gx

x


r
	y
r
r

x

xyhGx

x

i
	x

and
Gx

x


r
	y
r
r

x

Hx

x


	x

Consequently Hx

x

  xyhGx

x

i

x

	 x and x

 lG n fyg Since x

 lG n fyg it follows that
any box construction over G involving y contains a node labeled by
x

which is incident with a connection Thus we have
r
	y
r
r
	x

H
r
r
	x

x

G
x

r

x
x

 x

 lG n fyg According a previous case  see iib we have
r
	y
r
r
	x

xyhGx

x

i
x

r

x
Gx

x


and
r
	y
r
r
Hx

x


	x

r

x
Gx

x


x

Consequently Hx

x

  xyhGx

x

i

Lemma  If y

	 lG then

xyhGi  xy

hGy

yi

x yhGi  x y

hGy

yi

Gy  Gy

yy


Proof An easy verication by using the denition of the faithful nets 

Proposition  If G   and x

 x

 X then Gx

x

  
Proof By induction on the structure of G using the previous two lemmas
Example 	 The net G xx
 xyhxy
 yzi is represented by
r
r r r
r







N
x
z
Denition 
 A node which is the source or the target of a proper arrow 
ie not a connection  is called nonisolated A node adjacent by a connection
with a nonisolated node is also nonisolated The other nodes are called
isolated
We dene a reduction relation over faithful nets by using their textual no
tations In order to do a reduction over a faithful net we have to know the
corresponding textual notation to identify the rule which we can apply to
get the reduct by applying this rule and to draw its corresponding faithful
net This is somehow a limitation We overcome this limitation by using a
suitable translation of the graphical form of our nets to their textual notation
via terms we discuss this translation in section 
Someone can do reductions and work by using only the graphical form of
faithful nets however it seems dicult to have coherent proofs of our re
sults using this kind of reductions
Denition  The reduction relation is the smallest relation over  gener
ated by the following rules

com xz 
 xyhGi  Gzy

rep xz 
 x yhGi  Gzy
 x yhGi

par if G G

then G
H  G


H

res if G G

then Gx G

x
Example  The net described by the previous example 	 can be reduced
to
r r



N
x
z
We can remove some isolated nodes of a faithful net by using a deleting rule
We have the following denition
Denition 

The relation 

is the smallest relation over the nets satisfying the rule
u
G 

G if u 	 lG

 is dened as the reexive closure of 



 From calculus to faithful nets
Let P

 P

be two calculi and 

 

two corresponding equivalences over
them
Denition 
i P

is more expressive than P

if there is a fully abstract translation
T  P

 P

 ie for every PQ  P


P 

Q i T P  

T Q
ii P

and P

have the same expressive power if P

is more expressive than
P

 and P

is more expressive than P


Following Park and Milner the most studied forms of behavioural equiva
lence in process algebras are based on the notion of bisimulation In order to
prove that calculus and faithful nets have the same expressive power we
use the observational congruence as the equivalences 

 

of the previous
denition The observational congruence we use is based on barbed bisimula
tion a bisimulation which can be dened uniformly in many calculi including
those we consider in this paper We work with a reduction relation and we
use some observation predicates dened for our faithful nets More results
about bisimulations for the asynchronous calculus can be found in ACS
Denition  We consider the following predicates

over processes
P 
x
 true if there is an output message xhzi which is not underneath a
prex and not in the scope of a restriction x in P 

over the faithful nets
G 
x
 true if x is the label of a target node in G
Each predicate 
x
detects the possibility of performing an interaction with the
environment along x The metavariables S T    range over both processes and
nets
Denition  Strong Barbed bisimulation written  is dened over the
processes of calculus as well as over the faithful nets as the largest sym
metrical relation such that if whenever S  T the following holds

if S 
x
 then T 
x


if S  S

 then T  T

and S

 T


We show that the calculus and the faithful nets have the same expres
sive power by describing rst how the processes of the calculus are translated
into faithful nets
Denition  The graphical representation of the calculus by the faithful
nets is given by the function draw  P  which is dened by
	
draw  nil

drawxhzi  xz

drawxyP   xyhdrawP 
 yi

drawxyP   x yhdrawP 
 yi

drawxP   drawP x

drawP j Q  drawP 
drawQ
Here the 
 y part is needed to ensure the correctness of this denition
The following results give more insights on this translation from calculus to
faithful nets
Lemma  For any process P we have fnP   ldrawP 
Proof By induction on the structure of P  
Lemma  Let x

 x

 X be two names and let P  P be a process
Then we have drawPfx

x

g  drawP x

x


Proof By induction on the structure of P  and using lemmas 	 	 and
 It is important to note that the inductive hypothesis holds for arbitrary
P  and syntactic substitutions do not modify the structure of a process
We suppose x

	 x

 if x

 x

then the proof comes directly from two
previous remarks related to syntactic and graphic substitutions respectively
 P is  Then
drawPfx

x

g  draw
 nil
On the other hand
drawP x

x

  nilx

x


 nil
 P is xhzi Then
drawPfx

x

g  drawxfx

x

ghzfx

x

gi
 xfx

x

gzfx

x

g
On the other hand
drawP x

x

  xzx

x


 xfx

x

gzfx

x

g
 P is xyQ We proceed by cases
a y 	 fx

 x

g Then Pfx

x

g  xfx

x

gyQfx

x

g

drawPfx

x

g  xfx

x

gyhdrawQfx

x

g
 yi
 xfx

x

gyhdrawQx

x


 yi
On the other hand
drawP x

x

  xyhdrawQ
 yix

x


 xfx

x

gyhdrawQ
 yx

x

i
 xfx

x

gyhdrawQx

x


 yx

x

i
 xfx

x

gyhdrawQx

x


 yi
b y  x

 Then Pfx

x

g  xfx

x

gyQ We consider a new name y


y

	 ldrawQ  fx

 x

g
drawPfx

x

g  xfx

x

gyhdrawQ
 yi
 xfx

x

gy

hdrawQ
 yy

yi
On the other hand
drawP x

x

  xyhdrawQ
 yix

x


 xy

hdrawQ
 yy

yix

x


 xfx

x

gy

hdrawQ
 yy

yx

yi
 xfx

x

gy

hdrawQ
 yy

yi
c y  x

 Then Pfx

x

g  xfx

x

gy

Qfy

ygfx

x

g where
y

	 fnQ  fx

 x

g
drawPfx

x

g  xfx

x

gy

hdrawQfy

ygfx

x

g
 y

i
 xfx

x

gy

hdrawQfy

ygx

x


 y

i
 xfx

x

gy

hdrawQfy

yg
 y

x

x

i
On the other hand since y

	 ldrawQ  fx

 x

g
drawP x

x

  xyhdrawQ
 yix

x


 xy

hdrawQ
 yy

yix

x


 xfx

x

gy

hdrawQ
 yy

yx

x

i
 xfx

x

gy

hdrawQy

y
 y

x

x

i
 xfx

x

gy

hdrawQfy

yg
 y

x

x

i
 P is xyQ Similar to the previous case
 P is xQ We proceed by cases
a x 	 fx

 x

g Then Pfx

x

g  xQfx

x

g

drawPfx

x

g  drawQfx

x

gx
 drawQx

x

x
On the other hand
drawP x

x

  drawQxx

x


 drawQx

x

x
b x  x

 Then Pfx

x

g  P 
drawPfx

x

g  drawP 
 drawQx
On the other hand
drawP x

x

  drawQxx

x
 drawQx
c x  x

 Then Pfx

x

g  x

Qfx

xgfx

x

g where
x

	 fnQ  fx

 x

g
drawPfx

x

g  drawQfx

xgfx

x

gx


 drawQfx

xgx

x

x


On the other hand since x

	 ldrawQ  fx

 x

g
drawP x

x

  drawQxx

x


 drawQx

xx

x

x


 drawQfx

xgx

x

x


 P is P

jP

 Then
drawPfx

x

g  drawP

fx

x

g jP

fx

x

g
 drawP

fx

x

g
 drawP

fx

x

g
 drawP

x

x


 drawP

x

x


On the other hand
drawP x

x

  drawP


 drawP

x

x


 drawP

x

x


 drawP

x

x



Lemma 	 For any PQ  P P  Q implies drawP   drawQ
Proof Sketch It is enough to prove this result by considering P  Q
coming from axioms of the denition  For the rst set of axioms the proof
is similar to that of lemma  For the second set of axioms we use the fact
that 
 nil is a commutative monoid For the third set of axioms we use

the denition of x 
One reduction step of a process corresponds to one reduction step of its graph
ical encoding by a faithful net
Proposition 
 operational correspondence for draw
i If P  Q then drawP  drawQ 	


ii If drawP  G 	

 then Q such that P  Q and G  drawQ
Proof i By structural induction on P  Q using lemmas  and 
ii We can choose Q  writeG we use propositions  and   
The following result shows that two processes have the same behaviour ie
they are strong barbed equivalent if and only if their corresponding faithful
nets have the same behaviour
Proposition  full abstraction for draw
P  Q i drawP   drawQ
Proof The proof is standard for example see San	 it is based on the
operational correspondence results 
 From faithful nets to calculus
We go on to show that the calculus and the faithful nets have the same
expressive power by describing how the faithful nets are translated into
terms of the calculus
At rst sight we can think that this encoding should be dened by induction
on the textual notation of faithful nets According to the limitation we
have mentioned before the denition of reduction over nets this encoding
would lead to an unsound approach Therefore it is necessary to start from
the graphical form of the faithful nets This translation is given by an
algorithm
Let G be a faithful net First we assign new distinct symbolic names
x
i

iI
 x
i
	 lG to all unlabeled nodes of G by the following procedure

to those nodes which are nonisolated and they are not targets of neither
a connection thought as oriented from outside to inside of a box nor a
boxing arrow  we refer these nodes as marked nodes

to those nodes which are the targets of boxing arrows

to every node which is still unlabeled applying the rule that two nodes
adjacent by a connection receive the same label
By applying the algorithm some unlabeled nodes become nodes labeled by
symbolic labels These symbolic labels become true labels for those parts of G

which remain correctly labeled according to the denition 	 On the other
hand we settle the rule that marked nodes are preserved by recursive calls
As notation if x  x

     x
n
is a sequence of names then we denote by xP
the term x

    x
n
P 
function writevar G  faithful net  term
i temp  
ii while there is at least a box in G do

select a box which is not included into another box letH be the selected
box and let x  y its corresponding boxing arrow 

if selected box is double
then temp  temp j xywriteH
else temp  temp j xywriteH

delete the selected box
iii while there is at least an arrow in G do

select an arrow  z  x 

temp  temp j xhzi

delete the selected arrow
iv write  x temp
where x  x
i

iI
are the symbolic labels of the marked nodes in G
According to the denition of write we have the following immediate results
Lemma 

writenil  

writeu  

writexz  xhzi

writexyhGi  xywriteG

writex yhGi  xywriteG

writeG
H  writeG j writeH

writeGx  xwriteG
The algorithm described above selects nondeterministically a box it selects
nondeterministically an arrow and also it selects nondeterministically the
elements of x It is clear that we might obtain dierent encodings for the
same faithful net Fortunately we have the following result
Lemma  If P and Q are two dierent terms obtained by applying the
algorithm write over the same faithful net G then P  Q
Proof By induction on G using the textual notation and the previous
lemma 
The following results give more insights on this translation from our faithful
nets to the calculus processes

Lemma  If G has no isolated nodes then lG  fnwriteG
Proof By induction on G using the textual notation lemma  and the
fact that P  Q implies fnP   fnQ 
Proposition  For every faithful net G without isolated nodes and for
every term P
i drawwrite G  G
ii writedraw P   P 
Proof i By induction on G using the textual notation lemma  and
lemma 
ii By induction on P  using lemma  
Proposition  operational correspondence for write
Let G be a faithful net without isolated nodes
i If G H 	

 then writeG writeH
ii If writeG P  then H such that G H 	

 and P  writeH
Proof i By structural induction on G  H using lemma  lemma 
and proposition 
ii We can choose H  drawP  we use propositions  and  
Proposition  full abstraction for write
G  H i writeG  writeH
Proof The proof is standard for example see San	 it is based on the
operational correspondence results 
Finally we give few examples showing the dynamics of the faithful nets
ie how the reductions work over the graphical representations of the terms
Example 	 We consider the following term
P  xxyyhzi j wxhui j turthri
The corresponding faithful net G

 drawP  and its reducts G

and G

are described by the following pictures

 


 
 


s
s
s
s s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
sss
ss
s
u
z
u
z
z
u
G


G


G


Example 
 We consider now the process
P  txhyi j xuuhti j tsrshri
Applying the reduction relation P  P

 we obtain the following process P

P

 t xuuhti j tsrshri j yhti j tsrshri
The similar reduction for the faithful nets is given by G

 drawP  
G

 drawP

 where
  



 

r
r
rr
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
rrr
r
r
x
x
y
y
G


G


We can have a simple graphical encoding for lazy calculus There are at
least two reasons why the translation of the calculus into various formal
models for concurrency is interesting one reason is related to the expressive
power of the model and another is related to the new properties of the 
calculus which could be obtained as a consequence of such a translation into
a more general context A graphical translation could be done by starting
from the translation of the lazy calculus into calculus described by Robin
Milner in Mil and using then the translation described by Honda and
Tokoro in HT In this way the terms are translated into terms and
these terms are translated by the HondaTokoro construction into terms
without output guards for these terms we have a graphical representation
by faithful nets We presented a direct and rather simple translation using
the faithful nets in CR

 Conclusion and related work
This paper provides a faithful graphical representation of the calculus given
by so called faithful nets We show that the faithful nets and the 
calculus have the same expressive power and we dene two fully abstract
translations from calculus to faithful nets and back These encodings
are fully abstract when two source calculus terms are equivalent if and only
if their translations are equivalent In order to show how these results are
actually related to the operational semantics a connection between reductions
over terms and reductions over their encodings is given by the operational
correspondence results for both translations
Concerning the notions and tools used in this paper we mention the helpful
graphical substitution introduced here In order to provide an easier formal
way of expressing the properties of our graphical representations we carefully
manage a textual notation overcoming the diculties related to the reduction
over the faithful nets
We already mentioned in introduction some other attempts to give a graphical
representation of the calculus After we have nished our work to this paper
we have learned about a new precise graphical encoding of the calculus given
by Robin Milner in Mil The new encoding is based on action graphs
These action graphs dier from faithful nets The theorem of the section
 of Mil is the only formal result known by us which asserts a faithful
graphical representation for calculus it uses the general framework of action
graphs and its proof is not presented
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